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ABSTRACT

The objective of this research is to demonstrate the role of physical and virtual
prototyping in product design. The product development process that was used as a case
study for this research was a piece of equipment that improves the ability to capture
accurate dimensions of extruder bores of diameter ranging from 39.69 mm to 92.08 mm
and depth ranging from 96.52 cm to 327.66 cm. The motivation is that the Eastman
Chemical Company expressed difficulty capturing accurate measurements of circularity,
diameter, and runout throughout the depth of their polymer extruders because conventional
technology is cumbersome at significant depths and low clearances. Additionally, use of
manual technology, such as a traditional bore gauge can capture dimensions, but not
changes through depth, such as runout. However, by capturing a three dimensional
representation of the bore, runout can be visualized. In order to build a 3D model of the
bore, measurements must be take along the sidewalls at various depths in three dimensional
space.
After spending time in the field at Eastman with the Digital Reproduction team
identifying a need, understanding the current process and analyzing the equipment they
have on hand, ideation began. By analyzing other scenarios that require observation with
tight clearances, such as pipe inspection and medical applications, it was determined that
parts and pieces of the technology needed to capture such 3D measurements already exist,
but have never been applied in polymer manufacturing maintenance. These products were
used as benchmarks during ideation. A design architecture was developed through iterative
ideation, brainstorming, and multiple methods of prototyping, a solution was created. In
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order to create a 3D model of the inside of an extruder bore, a Faro Ion laser tracker was
coupled with a rover that could positon the Faro ball strategically throughout the bore. To
place the ball where it was needed, a device was designed that has capability of moving in
and out of the bore, and oscillating the ball 360 degrees.
Then, during a site visit to watch a bore being inspected using their current
measuring process, additional requirements were identified. After this, a plethora of virtual
prototypes yielded five rapid prototypes. Though ideation yielded parallel concepts, all 3D
modeled iterations were built on the same premise of using existing Faro technology to
place a ball against the bore walls, and all designs relied on a microcontroller to position
the ball. However, the physical design of the rover changed extensively as virtual and
physical models generated new requirements and led to design refinements.
During the course of this study, it became clear that phases of iterative design are
non-linear. Brainstorming is a process that takes place throughout iterative prototyping,
thus, the process is circular. Also, modeling method selection is not a progressive process.
One may be tempted to think that ideas would lead to sketches, sketches would lead to
virtual models, and virtual models would yield tangible models, but this is not the case.
The process is iterative, and each subsystem will likely be at a different level of refinement
from other subsystems at every iterative design phase, and the goal of each prototype will
be unique to each subsystem.
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CHAPTER ONE
BACKGROUND AND DEFINITIONS
1.1 Motivation for Research—The Industrial Problem
Eastman Chemical Company is a large producer of raw specialty materials including
but not limited to synthetic fibers, cellulose esters, tire additives, and specialty polymers.
Their focus is raw additives for proprietary applications, and the bulk of their production
is specialty polymer used in household plastics [1].
When manufacturing their signature product, Eastman Tritan, the molten finished
product must be cooled and chopped into small pellets for bagging, crating, and shipment.
As the material cools, it must be agitated and chopped to keep it from hardening in the
production process. This process is called plastic extrusion. Thus, the equipment that this
occurs in is referred to as an extruder. The extruders at Eastman are modular. They are
made of separate blocks bolted together to achieve various lengths between 96.52 cm and
327.66 cm and contain double overlapped bores of diameters ranging from 39.69 mm to
92.08 mm that the product flows through. Figure 1 is a technical drawing of the side profile
of an extruder bore. Table 1 shows three of the common bore dimension sets. Figure 2
shows an accurately scaled profile of the height to length ratio of the three bores shown in
Table 1.
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Figure 1: Extruder Bore End Profile

Table 1: Bore Lengths and Diameters of Each Overlapping Portion

Diameter (mm)

Depth (cm)

39.69

96.52

47.63

132.08

92.08

327.66

Figure 2: Scaled Dimensional Representation of Bore Height to Length Ratio

When the modular sections are bolted together, they form one long double overlapping
bore. Inside these bores, a screw turns and grinds the semi-hardened polymer until it is
pulled all the way to the end of the bore and exits the extruder in granules. An example of
the double overlapping bore and the twin screws that ride inside them is seen in Figure 3
[2] [3].
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Figure 3: Twin Extruder Bore and Twin Screw Extruders

Periodically, polymer production is stopped for routine maintenance or repair of
the operating equipment. When this happens, the ports of material entry are disconnected,
but the modular pieces of the extruder are left completely assembled. The internal bores
are evaluated for wear and damage. By measuring the inner diameter of the bores at various
depths, surface wear can be observed. However, this doesn’t show how heat has affected
the circularity of the bore, or how concentric it is.
The term “concentricity” refers to the degree to which multiple circular crosssections of the same bore share the same center point. A perfectly concentric bore should
originate from the same center at any point inside the bore [4]. If the bore does not
demonstrate concentricity, runout occurs. Runout is the result of a bore that isn’t true
throughout its depth [5]. In addition to measuring runout, circularity also must be analyzed.
By prolonged exposure to extreme temperature swings, metal can warp, resulting in a noncircular bore. An image of circles of equivalent diameter in 3D space is shown in Figure 4.
Notice that although each circle has identical diameter, when the three are overlaid onto
one another in a 2D plane, it is clear that they don’t align because they don’t share the same
center point. This is an example of runout.
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Figure 4: Demonstration of Runout: Overlaid Diameters onto a 2D Plane

Currently, Eastman uses a long traditional bore gauge to measure extruder bores.
However, use of a traditional manual bore gauge does not allow circularity or concentricity
to be measured because each measurement taken cannot be compared in three-dimensional
space. Additionally, in extremely deep bores, a manual bore gauge is difficult to control
because the torque that a user must apply is very great on a small, long rod [6]. Along the
top of the extruder, there are material entry points called takeoffs. These points are
essentially a hole in the top of the bore. They vary in diameter as a scaled ratio to bore
diameter. The largest takeoff ports onsite are roughly 13.9cm in diameter. If the manual
gauge snags on one of the material takeoffs, it is cumbersome to extract [6]. These issues
motivated the quest for a better tool.
1.2 Discussion of the Chosen Solution Platform
After analyzing many alternate methods of measurement, an existing technology
platform was explored. A Faro Ion laser tracker, shown in Figure 5 [7], which is already
owned and used by the Digital Reproduction team at Eastman is a device that is capable of
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capturing measurements in three dimensional space with respect to a default reference
location.

Figure 5: Faro Ion Laser Tracker

The device sends a laser beam toward a spherical ball at some location in space. The ball,
shown in Figure 6 has three flat machined surfaces of mirror finish that come to a point in
the dead center of the ball.
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Figure 6: Faro Ion Laser Ball

As the laser beam hits the ball, the machine is capable of oscillating the machine
head to reposition the beam directly into the center of the ball. Then, the mirrored surface
projects the laser beam back to the machine head. Based on the time it takes for the beam
to return to the machine head, and the offset from “home” in X Y and Z directions measured
in degrees, it can be determined within .0019” tolerance (if the tracker is within 10 meters
of the work piece) where the ball is located in space [8].
When a “capture” is desired, a button can be pressed to record a measurement at
that position. Then, the ball is moved in space, and the machine head will oscillate to
“track” the ball as it is moved. When desired, another measurement can be captured, and a
three-dimensional drawing will begin to be generated as more captures are added. The Faro
software fills in the gaps between captures with some aid from the user.
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If the placement of the ball can be controlled, this tracker is capable of capturing
measurements inside of the extruder bores. With approximately 7 or 8 captures at each
incremental depth of typically two or three inches, an accurate portrayal of the bore inner
dimensions is generated. This process allows a 3D model to be instantly generated with no
post-processing from the Digital Reproduction team, and provides visualization of runout
and concentricity, both of which were not available using previous measuring techniques.
The only portion of this project that does not rely on preexisting technology is the actual
placement of the Faro ball for capture recordings. Thus, the focus of this thesis has been
creation of a device that can crawl into the bores and oscillate a Faro ball firmly against
the sides of the overlapping bores at various depths.
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1.3 Outline of Thesis
In Chapter 2, a literature review discusses a baseline process analysis that includes
several methodologies for product design. By exploring formal design processes, a path of
action emerges. Next, a contextual explanation of the term “prototyping” is provided along
with examples of different types of prototypes and some of the objectives that can be
achieved from ideation prototyping. The formal process used in this case study is then
described and a timeline of steps and tasks is shown to provide chronological context for
the formal process followed. With each step or task, any associated lessons learned,
deliverables, or changes to the list of requirements is documented on the timeline. Then,
another timeline is given that maps the iterative design process for controls in the design,
a test bore that was built to validate model parameters, each SolidWorks model, and any
associated rapid prototypes. The key takeaway from this timeline is the demonstration that
the goal of every iteration varied for each subsystem. Furthermore, each subsystem was at
a different level of refinement from other subsystems throughout the iterative prototyping
process.
Chapter 3 discusses the iterative design process that occurred from identification of
a need through ideation prototyping. The chapter walks through the progression from need
identification and requirements selection to thesis selection, early ideation, site visits,
testing and validation method identification, understanding of the current process, hand
sketching, actual on-site bore measuring, virtual prototyping, and rapid prototyping.
Through all of these steps, the requirements changed and grew. The justifications and
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learnings that led to product refinement and re-evaluation of requirements is discussed in
detail.
Chapter 4 discusses the key takeaways of the case study. It demonstrates concepts
that were observed through the process that aren’t necessarily components of conventional
design methodology and compares the learnings to what was expected. The role of physical
and virtual prototyping in this study demonstrated a variety of knowledge that is validated
by other design models and key takeaways from other studies, as well as a variety of ideas
that are unexpected observations.
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CHAPTER 2
LITERATURE REVIEW
2.1 Steps in the Product Development Process
The design process followed in this case study is based on the model proposed by
Ulrich and Eppinger [9] and Cooper [10]. The process phases and steps are summarized in
Figure 7 from design conception to bringing a product to market.

Figure 7: Product Development Process (Ulrich and Eppinger)

Notice that Ulrich and Eppinger show prototyping as a process that carries throughout all
design phases. The goals of each prototype may vary with the level of refinement of the
product, but they note that prototyping is not just one design phase. The focus of this case
study stayed within the “Concept Development” and “System-Level Design” phases.
These phases focus on ideation prototyping, not prototyping a deployable design.
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Pahl and Beitz discuss a similar process in “Engineering Design” [11]. The flow
during the process of planning and designing is shown in Figure 8.

Figure 8: Design Process (Pahl and Beitz)

The process begins with a “Planning and Clarifying” stage. At this point, an idea is vetted
to ensure that it suits the general need of a market and is economically feasible. The key
deliverables from this phase include a variety of parallel concepts and a list of
requirements. Pahl and Beitz note that requirements are ever-changing and ever-growing.
In the “Conceptual Design Phase,” a variety of rough sketches, preliminary dimensional
layouts, and some material selection will take place. These assets will help the designers
narrow down the concepts and make a selection by the end of this phase. The next phase
Pahl and Beitz discuss is “Embodiment Design.” The term “Embodiment Design” is
defined by Scaravetti as a phase in which key parameters of a model are identified. He
states that iterative prototyping must begin before this phase, and throughout it as well.
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[12] According to Pahl and Beitz, concepts are prototyped in this phase. They refer to these
prototypes as “layouts.” At the end of this phase, a best layout, known as a “definitive
layout” is chosen. Lastly, in the “Detail Design” phase, the layout is refined for deployment
to market. This includes defining arrangement, dimensions, surface finishes, and
production process analysis. Also, cost implications and documentation are constructed.
This case study follows the process of the first three phases. However, Detail Design is
outside the scope of this study because a product was not prepared for deployment to
market.
In the literature by Cooper, a seven-step process to bring an idea to market is
described. Steps one through four closely parallel the process used in this case study. This
design flow is depicted in Figure 9: Design Process (Cooper.
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Figure 9: Design Process (Cooper)

Cooper defines the first step as the “Idea Phase,” and includes identification of a
need. This need could be generated by a market gap, or a technological development that
has already occurred and shows potential marketability. In this case study, this need was
identified by spending time on site at Eastman with the Digital Reproduction team. In the
Idea Phase, a screening of the idea takes place. While little is known about the financial
resources or viability of the idea at this time, the development team can still decide if the
idea is within their wheelhouse. Essentially, even though it may be considered a good idea,
is it something the company sees aligning with their resources, products, and branding?
Additionally, scoring models are used to identify the attractiveness of the idea. In this case
study, the “Idea Phase” closely equates to the vetting process of thesis topic selection. The
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selected topic must be of interest and feasible to both the researcher and advisor. In
Cooper’s “Preliminary Assessment” phase, resources begin to be dedicated to determine if
the market will sustain the product, and what technical knowledge needs to be gathered to
develop the product. In this study, this is where design requirements are agreed upon, and
a thorough evaluation of the current equipment available for use is conducted. However,
in this study, a study on market sustainability was unnecessary because this product was
designed for a specific need identified by the customer. In Cooper’s “Concept” phase, a
market study is completed to see what current product gaps exist at a more intricate level.
Perhaps a similar product exists, but it is of poor quality. Often, users’ needs are solicited
at this phase, and a more finite concept of the purpose of the idea is established. Lastly, in
this phase, a concept test takes place. In this test, users are provided with the concept and
asked for feedback. This is where ideation and brainstorming lead to parallel concepts that
are vetted by the designers in this case study. In Cooper’s Stage Four, the “Development”
phase, the actual product development takes place. This is a collaborative effort between
R&D, Engineering, and Development teams. While this is taking place, a marketing plan
is also being considered. The result of this phase is usually a prototype. In the rover case
study, this process of prototype generation and revision is referred to as “ideation
prototyping” because it is important to note that prototyping is an iterative process that will
continue through bringing the product to market and even beyond as products are
constantly refined. The key difference in prototyping phases is the goal of the prototype.
In the ideation phase discussed here, the goal is to explore, validate, and then verify a
concept or idea. The result of this phase is not a market-ready product. As Stage Four is
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the only stage that Cooper mentions prototyping, a key difference in his model and the
model used for this study is noted. The model used in this study demonstrates the value of
prototypes in every design phase. Though prototypes are present throughout, their goal
progresses with each phase of the design process.
In Cooper’s “Testing” phase, the final prototype is evaluated internally, and by
potential users for effectiveness. Next, in the “Trial” stage, a pilot plant is used to make a
batch of the final product, but a much smaller batch than would be in a production run.
This phase allows for manufacturing processes to be solidified, and costs to be reduced.
The resources needed to actually bring the product into full-scale production are realized.
The products are then sold to a small batch of customers and tested for functionality,
reliability, and customer satisfaction. The final stage, the “Launch,” is the full-scale
production run. After the product is launched, it is moderated to ensure that the production
process and product quality are within statistical control.
The modified design process followed in this case study is shown in Figure 10.
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Figure 10: Modified Product Development Process

In the Conceptual Design phase, first, the problem is clearly defined. This may be
a need identified by a gap in current product offerings, or an idea could already be present,
and at this point, the market is canvased to identify a current problem that the idea could
solve. Next, a list of requirements are identified. These requirements are a list of criteria
and constraints that the design may address [13]. A constraint is an operating requirement
that must be addressed by the design, while a criteria is an identified “want” from the new
design. The designer “should” address all criteria. In a perfect world, design requirements
would be set at the beginning of the conceptual design phase, and held throughout the
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design process. However, as noted in Pahl and Beitz, in practice the list will be everchanging and ever-growing [11]. Next, Ideation begins. In ideation, tools such as
brainstorming, plus/minus charts (used to associate positive and negative weights to design
parameters so that a mathematical calculation can show a user which design concepts
excel) and visualization methods such as design sketches take place. These methods begin
to bring team members together and start the flow of cross-collaboration and thus an
endless pipeline of ideas and knowledge sharing [14].
In the Embodiment Phase of design, a continuation of prototyping takes place. The
prototypes generated in this phase still serve to explore, validate, or verify an idea. The
result of each of these prototypes is a list of design improvement opportunities—not a
deployable product [11]. This concept makes the process iterative. Actually, it is not
uncommon to go back and forth between ideation and prototyping. Additionally, while
certain subcomponents of a design may be in the ideation phase, others may be prototyped.
This cyclical refinement process leads to the ever-changing requirements list. As
prototyping takes place, testing will continuously take place as well. Prototyping and
testing is an iterative process that has no definite end. At some point, designers must use
their own knowledge as well as relations with customers, market analysts, and the sales
teams to know when to finish prototyping and begin verifying a final product [15]. The
scope of this case study ends there because a product was not refined with intent to deploy
to market.
The timeline shown in Figure 11 navigates through each step of the design phase
used in the case study. With each step, a date corresponds to the action items at that step.
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Thus, it is easy to see when requirements changed, ideas occurred, and refinement
opportunities were observed. Additionally, the timeline shows deliverables and learnings
that occurred at each step throughout the design process.

Figure 11: Timeline of Design Process
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Figure 12: Chronological Design Event Diagram

When considering many of the major events, or “deliverables” that occurred
throughout the progression of the design process, it is valuable to visualize the impact they
had on the subsystems of the complete prototype. Figure 12: Chronological Design Event
Diagram shows each of the eight major subsystems plotted against the progression of major
events. It is clear to see that there is a general upward trend in the data throughout the
course of the prototyping. However, it is also clear that there is a lot of volatility throughout
the process—even at the end of the sixth virtual prototyping phase.
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Figure 13: Design Flow Timeline for Each Sub-System of the Rover
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Figure 13: Design Flow Timeline for Each Sub-System of the Rover contains the
same data shown in the chronological design event diagram. However, the subsystems
are plotted individually against the step of the iterative process that was being performed
at the time of each major event. Though the progression is chronological, and thus forms
a timeline, the amount of progressed time between each major event varies. Aside from
that consideration, what one should expect to see in a perfect world is a positive linear
trend that begins with “problem definition” and ends with “validation prototype.”
However, this is obviously not the case. The oscillation in phases shows the iterative
nature of the design process.
Figure 13 demonstrates the flow of iterative design for each rover sub-system. Note
that the phases of iterative design are non-linear. Often, one does not “enter” or “leave”
design phases, but rather circles back and forth as new information is received [16]. For
example, ideation of the rover body began in September of 2017. After many hand sketches
had been drawn and multiple SolidWorks prototypes had been generated, a site visit in
February 2018 yielded several new requirements that caused the physical body design of
the rover to change quite a bit. Thus, some subcomponents of the design went from
embodiment back to ideation. This example also demonstrates the idea that modeling
method selection is not a progressive process. Sketches, physical, virtual and
computational prototypes are revisited continuously throughout iterative design.
Furthermore, one subcomponent may be in an early design phase, while another is much
further along. When speaking of progression, perhaps the simplest way to demonstrate
progress is to speak in terms of prototype goal. For example, while the goal of a physical
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prototype may be to validate a concept, the goal of testing the mechatronics inside the
physical prototype may still be for pure exploration.
The timeline in Figure 14 shows the goal of prototyping the controls in the design,
a test bore that was built to validate model parameters, each SolidWorks model, and any
associated rapid prototypes at each design step. Notice that the goal changes for each
component of the design, but not for all components at the same time. The key takeaway
from this timeline is the demonstration that the goal of every iteration varied for each
subsystem. Furthermore, each subsystem was at a different level of refinement from other
subsystems throughout the iterative prototyping process.

Figure 14: Timeline of Goals for Each Design Model

2.2 Introduction to Prototyping
Ulrich and Eppinger refer to a “prototype” as an approximation of the product along
one or more aspects of interest [9]. This demonstrates the idea that a prototype may be a
theoretical model based highly on mathematics, physics, or any abstract calculations to
validate proof of theory, but it also could be a virtual prototype that allows designers to
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visualize a prototype without having to construct anything such as a SolidWorks model, or
a prototype could be a physical, tangible model that demonstrates proof of concept [17]. A
proof of concept model could pertain to the entire product, or just a small subcomponent.
A physical prototype may look and feel like the final desired outcome, thus allowing
designers and potential users to visualize the product in use, and offer design
improvements. An example of an early 3D model of the body of the Keurig is shown in
Figure 15 [18].

Figure 15: Tangible Physical Design Prototype of Keurig

Also, the physical prototype may focus on functionality. Even if it doesn’t look anything
like the desired outcome, it may show proof of capability to perform a function that meets
the market need. An example of a physical prototype focused on functionality can be seen
in an early Keurig generation shown in Figure 16 [19].
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Figure 16: Functional Physical Design Prototype of Keurig

Throughout the iterative design process, hand sketches as well as 3D computergenerated models created in SolidWorks proved valuable virtual prototypes. They allowed
design improvement opportunities to be visualized, and when used in conjunction with
rapid prototyping methods, they made creation of a physical prototype a quicker process.
The method of physical prototyping used for the development of the bore inspection
rover is referred to as “rapid prototyping.” Rapid prototyping essentially refers to additive
manufacturing rather than traditional subtractive manufacturing methods. For example, 3D
printing is an additive manufacturing method because the prototype is built to its
dimensions by starting with a blank space and adding material to build the desired
dimensions within the design tolerances [20]. On the contrary, manufacturing techniques
such as lathes, milling machines, or CNC production rely on subtractive manufacturing
methods because they start with a work piece and remove material from it until the desired
dimensions and tolerances are reached. Traditional machining methods are time consuming
and costly, which reduces the positive benefits of prototyping, because although
incremental prototypes still allow designers to catch opportunities for improvement early
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in the design phase, the methods add a considerable amount of labor and delay to the
development process. However, with the gain in access to rapid prototyping methods, this
labor and time delay is reduced drastically because the additive manufacturing process is
often completely automated, given a CAD model to build from, and takes only hours in
many cases. Also, more intricate shapes and designs can be built with rapid prototyping
because the part is made from the ground up. In the case of machining, the material removal
tools can only reach into certain shapes and space constraints, thus limiting creativity.
Something else to note regarding the product prototyping process is that time is
always of essence. The final product exists to meet a gap in the current market in some
way. Thus, gaining access to this product as quickly as possible is desirable to the users
who have noted this market need. Especially in a competitive market, tools such as rapid
prototyping have drastically reduced the time to market for new product development.
Another recent development that has allowed iterative design to be much more repeatable
within tight time constraints is the new technology available to companies desiring to
reverse engineer a product.
Whether a designer has a previous physical model that has not been digitized, or is
holding a competitor’s product that has already been introduced to market, the ability to
create a virtual prototype of a physical product extremely quickly will eliminate a lot of
time from the design phase. Recent developments in laser scanning technology have made
the process of compiling 3D CAD model surface scans almost instantaneous. In years past,
geometries had to be measured by hand and manually entered into modeling software.
However, by being able to use laser technology to capture measurements within tight
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tolerance, parts can easily be generated in modeling software and then combined into
drawing assemblies and used to benchmark prototypes that are being evaluated [21]. Faster
modeling means that more prototypes can be built within a time window. Typically, a
product that was heavily prototyped has a more successful market launch than one that was
not. Thus, faster prototyping methods correlate to stronger product launches [22] [23].
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CHAPTER 3
DETAILED DISCUSSION OF ITERATIVE DESIGN PROCESS
3.1 Presentation of the Final Prototype
The final virtual prototype of the rover body is shown in Figure 18. The final
prototype is not designed for industrialization, because the target market only desires one
or two finished prototypes. The specificity of this application allows the “Standard
Assembly Process” portion of the detailed design phase to be eliminated because it will
never be brought to a wide market.

Figure 17: Final Physical Prototype of Rover

Figure 18: Body of Final Virtual Prototype
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Although the final prototype could not be fully tested in an actual bore at Eastman,
a sample bore of very similar tolerances to one of the bores used onsite allowed the proof
of concept testing to be completed. This sample bore allowed for wheel traction testing,
special validation of rover dimensions, and visual clarity to the designers. The rover is
shown in this model PVC bore in Figure 19.

Figure 19: Final Physical Prototype in Sample Bore

3.2 Progression of the Design Process
In July 2017, “day in the life of” (DILO) interviews were conducted with the
Eastman Digital Reproduction team. The goal of these studies was to identify a research
need for the team. Through a series of days spent doing a job shadow, experience with the
wide variety of equipment owned and used by the team was gained. The team measures
specifications on a wide variety of pumps, valves, fittings, motors, centrifuges, and piping
structures used throughout the entire Tennessee Operation. Long-duration “day in the life
of” studies allowed usefulness and pitfalls of each tool owned and used by the team to be
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better recognized. They also shed light on technology and equipment gaps. During the
extended interviews, several key pieces of equipment were used regularly in addition to
manual bore gauges and the Faro Ion. A Romer Absolute Arm 7-Axis, [24] shown in Figure
20 below, is a device that has a fine-point tip that can be touched to surfaces in order to
capture measurements and 3D model a component. Faro also makes a similar product,
simply called a Faro Quantum Arm, [25] also shown below in Figure 21. Both arms use
proprietary software to generate CAD models of the component they are measuring. The
Digital Reproduction team has one of each of these arms as well as a smaller, more portable
Romer Arm Compact for smaller measurements, [24] as shown in Figure 22. These, along
with manual gauges are the bulk of the measuring devices used by the team.

Figure 20: Romer Absolute Arm 7-Axis
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Figure 21: Faro Quantum Arm

Figure 22: Romer Arm Compact

During the DILO interviews, frustration with the current bore inspection process
was discussed, and a list of customer needs began to emerge. At this time, a Product Design
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Specification chart (PDS) was created. This chart is shown in Appendix A. Though the
PDS continued to be updated throughout the design process, many of the requirements
necessary to consider when tackling the bore measurement problem became obvious just
by watching the team use the Faro equipment in semi-confined spaces such as centrifuges
and water pumps. At this point in the design process, it had not even been determined that
the Faro would be used to tackle the bore measurements. However, by keeping an open
mind and taking in as much variety of information from the team as possible, it was easier
to identify a variety of possible courses of action, and the variety of knowledge gained in
the DILOs continued to come in handy for the duration of the design process—often in
ways no one had the foresight to know that it would. For example, many constraints
regarding ball placement were learned by watching the team place the ball in obscure areas.
This knowledge didn’t become useful until many months later in the design process when
it was decided to use the Faro technology to place a ball into the bores.
After the DILOs the team was asked to show all of the manual gauges they were
currently using to measure extruder bores, and which ones would be used for specific
applications. However, without having seen an extruder bore, the ability to create a new
abstract design concept was not yet feasible. At this time, a generic drawing of a
compressor bore was provided. A compressor bore is similar to an extruder bore in
diameter and blind depth, but is not an overlapping bore. This actually was a point of
confusion, because the Eastman team presented this bore image as a representation of scale,
but the bore image led the designer to believe that the bore measurement solution needed
to be only for round bores. This miscommunication was unintentionally perpetuated by
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another bore image that showed two views of the bore, but looked like two separate bores
compiled into one image. This drawing is shown in in Figure 23. One view showed an
overlapping bore, and one showed a round bore. It was assumed that the round bore was
an extruder bore, and the overlapping bore was a compressor bore. Of course, the
overlapping bore was actually the extruder bore side profile, but the round bore in the image
was a top view of the material entry, or “takeoff” port. So in all, there was no image of a
compressor bore, and the image that showed two bores was showing the extruder from
various planes.

Figure 23: Extruder Bore From Two Different Planes. Round Bore is Material Entry Port
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On July 25th 2017, the proposal to research the topic was accepted, and ideation
began. In an effort to ensure that a standard solution to this need hadn’t already been
implemented, and in an effort to find similar needs that had already been considered, a
literature review of similar needs and the processes that fill them was conducted. While
there are no devices currently on the market that are used to crawl into bores and take
measurements, there are devices that incorporate various portions of this technology and
apply it to other specific needs within manufacturing, maintenance, and healthcare.
One field that has been explored heavily since the early 2000’s is the concept of a
borescope camera that can be inserted into confined spaces in the form of a colonoscopy
or endoscopy camera as shown in Figure 24. This technology allows physicians to inspect
the human body for inconsistencies [26]. The technology relies on a tiny camera mounted
onto a flexible rod that also carries the wiring for the device.

Figure 24: Colonoscopy Camera
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Outside the medical field, these types of borescopes are widely available as a tool
for maintenance applications within tight tolerances. For inspections inside of motors,
pumps and valves, this technology allows non-invasive analysis to be conducted.
Borescopes have also been mounted to rover/crawlers for image and video capture
in piping systems. These rovers have been created and programmed to wirelessly transmit
the footage back to a computer in a manner that allows users to see the footage real-time
and identify obstructions such as cracks, breaks, rust, or roots that inhibit the flow of fluids
through the system without any invasive structure damage. Depending on the type of
structure these borescopes will be used in, there are various wheel systems used to provide
traction to the borescopes as they roam. Many of these borescopes were evaluated as this
rover was designed, as both devices are designed to crawl backward and forward inside of
round systems. Recognizing this similarity, some notable prototypes are shown below in
Figure 25 [27] [28] [29] [30].
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Figure 25: Pipe Scope Prototypes

At the time these rovers were evaluated, the design parameters still were for a round bore,
not a double overlapping bore. In conjunction with looking at similar technology,
brainstorming began. Several design concepts to collect diameters were discussed in
parallel. There was discussion of using a Faro Ion and building a rover to hold the ball.
There was also discussion of using a drop-in encoder to capture and save measurements to
a device that then could be plugged into a computer to download all measurements.
Additionally, a feedback loop was considered for depth monitoring. At this time, there was
uncertainty about the elevation change within the bore. Also, the importance of ability to
calculate runout was quickly realized, which made use of a 3D modeling system such as
the Faro Ion software much more appealing than a device that collected and saved raw
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measurements. A rolling list of questions for the customer and their responses was updated
weekly. Questions were written in green text and then marked red after they were answered.

Figure 26: Rolling List of Questions for Customer

During the month of August, in addition to working with the customer to answer
questions, they also helped generate the initial list of design requirements shown in Table
2.
Table 2: Initial Design Requirements at Conception

Throughout August, hand sketches of subsystems and rough body designs were
drafted. The goal of these drawings was purely exploration. This early brainstorming
allowed ideas to be quickly generated, visualized, and evaluated. Parallel concepts were
considered early in the ideation phase.
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Figure 27: Hand Sketches from August 2017

On August 25th, 2017, a site visit at the Eastman Digital Reproduction lab was
conducted. At this time, the double overlapping bore drawing shown in Figure 1 was
provided, and the team verified the minimum and maximum bore diameters. Note that until
this point, the focus of design had been on non-overlapping compressor bores mistakenly
thought to be extruder bores. This visit rectified this misconception. They also confirmed
that the bores were all parallel to the floor of the building, and thus had no depth change.
At this time, the equipment on hand was photographed, and the current bore inspection
process was documented from start to finish. The team used a manual bore gauge with
attachments to make it up to 20 feet long, and a small receipt printer. The tip of the gauge
contained a spring-loaded resistance sensor (much like a Potentiometric Displacement
Transducer) that would press outward along its axis to securely position the tip against the
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full diameter of the bore. The tip system on the gauge was interchangeable. All tips
connected to the electrical disconnect inside the rod and were compatible with the
measurement printer. The variety of tips were on hand for various sizes of bores. Each tip
had a proprietary operating range. Some of the tips can be seen in Figure 28.

Figure 28: Variety of Manual Bore Gauge Tips

The tip was calibrated to send an electrical current that was variable based on the
range of extension of the tip, into the receipt printer. At any desired time, if the user pressed
a pedal that was connected to the printer, it would print the instantaneous diameter of the
bore. This equipment is shown in Figure 29.
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Figure 29: Manual Bore Gauge

Although the system worked fairly well, in addition to a lack of runout calculation,
the user had to be mindful to always write down the diameter of the bore at each
incremental length as the measurements were taken, or the measurements would get mixed
up. Also, the job demanded two people because someone had to hold the bore gauge
parallel with the axis of the bore at all times while another person documented all
measurements. Note that a computer was not used in the field. This increased processing
time because after the measurements were all taken, the users had to input all of the
handwritten data from the inspection spec sheet into the computer. Even then, there was no
way to generate a 3D model, because only one diameter was taken at each incremental
depth. As a result of this site visit, a new requirement, “Solution should maintain a straight
direction of travel through bore,” was added to the PDS. This requirement came as a result
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of learning that the bores are double overlapping rather than round which increased the
likelihood that the rover could get off-center as it traveled the bore.
During the third week of October, calculations were performed using the technical
drawing in Figure 1 to determine the actual height existed between overlapping areas in
the center of the bore, as well as total width inside the bore. Using known dimensions and
known proportions of overlap, a calculation for the smallest bore was made. One major
point of question was whether or not the overlap was proportional for each increasing bore
size. In other words, given a sample bore with known overlap, when considering
dimensions of a larger bore, will the amount of overlap increase at a rate proportional to
the increase in diameter, increase in radius, or cross sectional area? Or perhaps there is no
correlation at all. Given that the extruder screws have to ride in harmony without rubbing,
this is the limiting factor, but Eastman has no formal documentation showing how each
specific extruder bore is supposed to overlap. As a matter of fact, their drawings are very
limited. Although all extruders are regularly inspected for inner diameter, there are no
technical drawings for most of the bores. With this in mind, it was assumed that no
overlapping bores have a smaller overlap than the bores with the smallest diameter. Also,
it was assumed that the largest bore has proportional distance from the center of overlap to
the example bores provided.
On September 20th, 2017, construction of a sample bore was completed. The
purpose of this bore was to be able to validate and verify physical prototypes because the
Eastman bores were only accessible twice a year during maintenance shutdowns. This bore
was built using 50.8mm (2”) plastic exterior conduit. Two pieces were cut and mated such
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that the overlap of the two pieces represented the smallest bore modeled for Eastman. The
height between the two bores at the center of the overlap is 1.98 cm (.78”,) and the inner
diameter of the pipe is within .508 mm (20 thousandths of an inch) of the inner diameter
of the smallest bore modeled (the sample bore is 40.19mm and the smallest bore in use is
39.69mm.) The 50.8mm pipe was used because such a mock-up would require the rover to
operate within the tightest tolerances it was designed for. Then, after building a functional
design, the oscillating arm could be easily scaled up for larger bores if desired. The sample
bore was 81 centimeters long. The sample bore is shown in Figure 30 and Figure 31.

Figure 30: Face of Sample Bore
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Figure 31: Depth of Sample Bore

After the site visit, hand sketches continued. Discussion of rover parameters were
quickly discussed by drawing additional sketches of subcomponents and subsystems of the
rover body.
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Figure 32: Hand Sketches from October and November 2017

On November 1st, 2017, a Current Process Matrix was constructed based on
understanding of the process for various bores and holes. This was verified on Nov 7th by
the Digital Reproduction team. The matrix includes a list of technology used for measuring
bores, pipes, fittings, and centrifuges based on depth of measurement and inner diameter.
This provided a good benchmark frame of reference by formally documenting the current
process for all scenarios. The matrix is shown in Appendix A.
On November 1st, the first complete hand sketch of a concept was completed. This
sketch used a Faro Ion ball to capture measurements in the bores. Shortly after this design
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was created, on November 13th, the decision to use the Faro was concretely made. The
decision resulted in five new design requirements regarding ball placement because the
ball was introduced as a component of the design at this point. The new requirements read:
“Arm must securely cradle Faro ball,” “Arm must hold Faro ball firmly against wall,”
“Wheels should travel smoothly in order to hold ball,” “Rover should place ball at any
height inside bore,” and “Solution must not obstruct beam path from Faro ball to Ion
Tracker.”
At this time, it was determined that the rover would be controlled by a
microcontroller—Arduino or similar. The controller would send signals to a drivetrain to
pull the rover into and out of the bores. Additionally, a motor would oscillate the Faro ball
around the bores. Beyond this, additional power sources/electronics were open for
interpretation.

Figure 33: Hand Sketch of Iteration One
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The first complete hand sketch was based heavily on pipe rover designs,
specifically the one shown in the top right of Figure 25. The design initially included
spring-loaded legs to push against the walls of the bore as the device traveled through the
bore. One large spring on the back of the rover was designed to distribute a force outward
against the bore walls. However, the overlapping bore setup made this design troublesome,
because if the crawler got off-center in any way, it would snag on the overlap of the bores.
Furthermore, this prototype was developed before a DILO study was performed on the
actual bore inspection process. Without having seen the actual process, it was not known
that the takeoff ports existed. The spring-loaded wheels shown below would’ve likely
protruded through the takeoff ports and caused the rover to snag. Also, at this time, it was
not yet known that the bores would often be inspected wet. The coefficient of friction inside
the bore was never considered.
As the design depicts, one of the original goals of the design was to be able to
inspect both halves of the overlapping bore in one pass. In the image above, note the ball
placement tool is on an axle that allows it to rotate roughly 45 degrees. This was intended
to be motor-driven. The motor would pull power from onboard batteries through a slip ring
(shown below in Figure 34) [31] mounted to the face of the rover body through the rotating
head shown above. The original idea was to mount the motor that rotated the head such
that the drive gear of the motor was attached to the inner rotating shaft of the slip ring.
Thus, when the motor turned, it rotated the inner slip ring, in turn rotating the entire head
of the device. While totally within the realm of possibility, this design was very complex,
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and contained several tight pinch points within the head, thus reducing the likelihood of
reliability.

Figure 34: Slip Ring

By utilizing the overlapping edges of the bore as a track system, the rover could
maintain a straight path of travel through the bore; bottom wheels riding on the track like
a railcar, and the top held in snugly by a spring loaded low-friction glide that was shaped
as the inverse of the bore. In mid-November, some hand sketches were generated to help
designers discuss the tradeoff between RPM and wheel torque as well as the effects of
wheel pressure against the bore and torque.
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Figure 35: Hand Sketch of Possible Drivetrain Assembly Orientation

On November 26th the SolidWorks modeling began. The first virtual prototype is
shown in Figure 36. The goal of this prototype was to provide a baseline virtual model to
explore how components may fit together, and also to ensure that all stakeholders were
envisioning the same general concept for the body and wheels of the design.

Figure 36: First SolidWorks Virtual Prototype
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All components along the center of the rover had to be less than 1.98 cm tall (the
gap between overlapping bores at the smallest bore diameter evaluated,) and any
components along the traveling axis had to be even less such that they could be
encapsulated in the rover and still leave height clearance for the wheels of the rover to fit
into the bore. With this in mind, the first parts purchase on December 7th, 2017 included
an Adafruit Trinket mini 5v controller shown below to control the movement of the rover
in and out of the depth of the bore, and a stepper motor, also shown below, was selected to
control the oscillating arm used to position the Faro ball against the walls of the bore. These
components were chosen for their functional ability, but also for their small footprint [32].

Figure 37: Adafruit Trinket Mini

Figure 38: Bipolar Stepper Motor
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At this time, a 3v Trinket was also evaluated, but early on, it was noted that as much
torque supplied to the wheels and stepper as possible would be beneficial. The 5v Trinket
allowed for more stout components to be selected. Also, a stepper motor was to be mounted
in the actual pivoting head of the rover as in the first iteration, and power was transmitted
by the same small slip ring. This additional stepper motor was intended to provide the rover
with the ability to press the ball precisely against the bore wall, but later, it was determined
that the ball could be pressed by a simple spring system much like that of an ink pen. When
selecting the proper stepper motor, its torque had to be considered. The mass of the smallest
ball was 5.9 grams. This small ball was a suitable choice for all ball diameters. However,
during DILOS, all ball masses were recorded as shown in Table 3. The arm had to reach
approximately the diameter of the largest bore, which was 3.6 inches. The mass of the arm
was lower than the mass of the ball, although it couldn’t be precisely determined in the
early design phase because it was subject to change. However, a safety factor was applied,
and a motor was selected. The motor that was selected was a PM15S-020 bipolar stepper
motor. A bipolar motor was a better fit for this application than a unipolar motor because
the unipolar only has current passing through one coil resulting in much lower torque.
However, the wiring of the bipolar motor proved to be a challenge. It required a motor
driver that contained an H-bridge. The selected driver was an Adafruit DRV8833 shown
below. The motors selected to drive the rover were initially some tiny robotic motors that
were unbranded. They had a built in gearbox that rotated the drive direction 90 degrees.
While these motors were of small enough size to fit into the rover, the gearbox was too
large and cumbersome in its configuration. Additionally, the complete gearbox assembly
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was housed in one plastic casing that couldn’t be modified. Without the gearbox, the
motors were high rpm (15,000rpm) and thus, very low torque. At the time of their selection,
it was believed that these motors could be controlled without a motor driver, saving space
in the rover.
Table 3: Mass of each Faro Ball

Diameter (inches)

Mass (grams)

0.500

5.9

0.875

28.9

1.500

144.9

Figure 39: DRV8833 Motor Driver

Figure 40: Drive Motor
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In the first virtual prototype design, the plan was to have batteries onboard the rover
so that it could be controlled wirelessly like an RC car. The pitfalls of this goal were weight
and size of the batteries. Some lithium ion coin cell batteries were considered, but after a
study of the power consumption of the microcontroller, motor driver, and motors, it was
determined that their life expectancy was only between one and two hours for the
configuration of motors they’d be powering. In addition to the milliamp hours provided by
the battery, it was also necessary to determine the power curve of each type of battery
considered. Alkaline batteries had a slower taper at the end of their life than the Lithium
Ion batteries, which meant that the Lithium Ion cells would provide the steadiest power to
keep components performing within design tolerances, but when the batteries reached the
end of their life, they would fail very quickly with little warning. [33] The design’s
integration of onboard batteries generated two new requirements: “Rover should be
battery-operated,” and “Controller must have 12 foot range.” Although a later iteration
temporarily removed the batteries to a box outside the rover, the rover was still batteryoperated from this point forward.
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Figure 41: Plot of Discharge vs. Internal Resistance of Alkaline Battery.

Figure 42: Plot of Discharge vs. Internal Resistance of Lithium Ion Battery.
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This proved risky, because with shorter life expectancy of the batteries, there is a
directly proportional rise in risk of the rover going dead inside the bore. Additionally, from
a maintenance and upkeep perspective, the cost of these batteries was high, and some that
were considered would have to be special-ordered. Thus, if the Digital Reproduction team
forgot to order more, the rover would be useless to them. However, if larger batteries were
to be used, the outer dimensions of the rover would grow. In this initial design, the method
of control was a 315 MHz RF receiver [34] and a small four-button remote control [35]
shown below. The remote could control forward/reverse movements as well as articulate
the ball in a clockwise or counterclockwise direction. However, when programming began,
it was determined that the motor rotating the slip ring also needed to be controlled. This
would require a fifth and sixth channel on the receiver and on the remote. The RF receiver,
also shown, was of outer dimensions 1.7 inches by 1.1 inches.

Figure 43: RF Remote
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Figure 44: 315 MHz RF Receiver

The entire body of the rover was only 4.5 inches long, which meant that the
oscillating arm could pivot the Faro ball within five inches of the back of a bore. This was
considered acceptable by the Digital Reproduction team. In this generation, compatibility
between all components and the microcontroller was researched, and all devices were
believed to be compatible. However, actual coding did not commence until March 2018.
Though this virtual prototype made a marked improvement over the hand sketch by
implementing a redesigned travel system, it was still plagued by the cumbersome slip ring
that not only added part count, thus reducing reliability, but also overloaded the
functionality of the RF remote. Additionally, the gearbox on the drive motors was known
to cause a fitment issue, and the RF Receiver was bulky.
On February 18th 2018, Eastman had a plant shutdown in the Polymers division, so
another DILO study was arranged to observe a routine bore inspection. Upon arrival, the
Digital Reproduction team was ready to go into the production area, but received a call
from the Area Maintenance Coordinator that the bore was still above 100 degrees F, and
thus was too hot to measure. After waiting about three hours, it was cool enough. During
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the site visit, additional requirements came to light. Throughout the roughly 10 foot depth
of the horizontal double-overlapping bore, there were points for material entry into the
extruder. These points of entry were accessible by hand because the connecting hoses had
been removed for maintenance. This will always be the case during a bore inspection.
However, these ports, referred to as “takeoff ports,” were consistent snag points for the
manual bore gauge. Every time the bore gauge was inserted into the bore, one operator
would have to work the gauge to the back of the bore while another operator would walk
to each takeoff port and wait for the bore gauge tip to pop open when it reached the takeoff
opening. Then, he would depress the tip and allow it to slide past the takeoff port. Given
that there were three or four takeoff ports down the depth of the bore, this was a minor
nuisance. Also, as measurements were taken, it was impossible to capture any values where
a takeoff port existed because the bore gauge couldn’t be held horizontally because the
overlapping bore gave it nothing to depress against, and the bore was open at the top. For
this reason, the team skipped measurements at all takeoff ports. The Digital Reproduction
team has no formal request to take measurements precisely at the takeoff tubes in the
maintenance documentation that is provided to technicians during routine inspections, but
there is concern that these measurements may be critical in demonstrating long-term wear
due to repeated cyclical heating and cooling because the material is hottest where it enters
the extruder—thus the metal casting around the takeoff ports is most susceptible to
deterioration due to heat damage. Therefore, the criteria in the proposed solution ensured
that the solution would allow the Faro ball to be placed along the walls of the bore at the
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same depth as the takeoff ports. Hand sketches of the takeoff ports and potential solutions
to navigate the rover around them were completed the week after the site visit.

Figure 45: Hand Sketch of Rover Passing Takeoff Port

One Requirement that came to light in response to the site visit was providing a
system that gives the user feedback letting them know how far they’ve traveled into the
bore. Because the inspection sheet designates that measurements be taken at a certain
depth, it is important to note that the distance from the face of the bore to the ball must be
known by the user at all times. The Faro can track the ball in 3-dimensional space, but it
was also confirmed by the Digital Reproduction team that as the Faro Ion takes captures of
measurements in 3D space, it can also recognize how far in a linear direction it has
travelled. This allows the user to easily take all measurements at each specified depth on
the inspection sheet so that in addition to creating a 3D rendering, the technical obligations
of the test are also met.
During this visit, it was also noted that the insides of the bores were completely free
of polymer residue. However, they were not entirely dry. There was a slick residue on the
inside of the bores. Of course, it was primarily located in the valleys of each overlapping
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section, and not so much on the ridge where the two bores come together. Nor on the tops
or sides. However, this added new criteria to the design, because the ball placement device
must be able to maintain traction on a surface that has a low coefficient of static friction.
In response to the site visit, the Digital Reproduction team was asked to provide a
list of the various bore inner diameters that should be considered in the design process.
Other new requirements generated as a result of the visit include: "Rover must maintain
traction on slick surface," "Takeoff tubes must not interfere with functionality," "Ball
placement arm should position ball along left or right of bore at any depth," "Rover should
use standard battery size," and "Rover should not travel faster than 2 inches per second,"
which was generated due to the level of precision needed by the team as they chose the
depth the rover would capture measurements at.
On February 26th, another virtual prototype was completed. This was the first model
to have a rapid prototyped counterpart. The goal of this iteration was to build a shell for
the mechanical components and begin testing their compatibility, as well as verify spatial
constraints.
The drive gearbox fitment issue as well as space constraint problems were both
addressed in this generation. Also, 3D modeling and programming brought up several
major component changes.
Also, after visiting the site, it was quickly noticed that the takeoff ports on the top
of the bores were larger in diameter—up to 13.9 cm (5”)--than the length of the rover.
These takeoff ports were subject to change relative to the diameter of the double
overlapping bore. The ratio of takeoff port diameter was scalable with the bore diameter.
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This proved to be a problem because the rover would pop out the top of the ports anytime
it intersected one. In this iteration, it was noted that the top glide would need to be
redesigned, but it was left off.
Additionally, in this iteration, the slip ring was eliminated because it was
determined that a spring mechanism could be used in place of a motor to control the
articulation of the rover ball against the bore wall. This design made the articulation process
much more simplistic and reliable. Also, since the new spring-loaded ball placement tip
was oriented 90 degrees from the direction of travel, it was more possible to get consistent
diameter measurements at the same depth each time, rather than articulating a ball against
the wall, articulating it back down, rotating the ball, and articulating it back up. With the
90 degree angle, the Faro ball also would be facing straight forward no matter where a
measurement was taken. This allows better visibility by the Faro Ion.

Figure 46: Virtual 3D Prototype of Rover Body
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Figure 47: Physical 3D Prototype of Rover Body

Figure 48: Physical 3D Assembled Battery Compartment

Upon using the 3D printer for the first time, a host of things were learned. First, the
SolidWorks files must be saved as binary .STL files to be compatible with the interface of
the 3D printing software. After loading the .STL file into the software, the parts appear in
3D space relative to a depiction of the print bed area on the computer screen and can be
oriented in any position. The position they are oriented in at the time of loading is how the
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3D printer will actually print them. Any parts that don’t sit entirely flat on the print bed
will have a “brim” material printed up to the bottom surface of the part. This allows the
part to be supported by something as it is printed. Any surface printed that doesn’t lay on
the print bed must be of an angle greater than or equal to 45 degrees to be printed without
brim. However, the brim is a very porous surface that can easily be scraped or chiseled off
the bottom of the part. Also, the print temperature must be set to about 220 degrees F for
proper adhesion of the various layers of plastic resin. Unless otherwise specified, the part
will be printed solid on the surfaces and the inside of any solid areas will be built with
brim. This reduces weight, materials, and print time. However, if a solid body is desired,
this is an option that can be selected at the time of print setup. The level of print precision
can also be modified. Even a fine print still will still be within +/-0.1mm tolerance [36].
This is primarily due to variation in the filament used. It appears that there is a direct
correlation between diameter of filament and under/over tolerance. This variation is
enough to cause issues when printing very small connecting pieces such as the springcontrolled top glide used in the next generation of physical prototype.
This rover body generation was designed as a four-piece snap and screw system.
The bottom of the rover body had two halves that clipped together at the wheels. This
allowed the wheel axles to be inserted easily. It also had cavities designed to cradle each
component including RF receiver, microcontroller, motor driver, one stepper motor, and
two drive motors. Above this layer, there is a thin layer that is primarily a perimeter casing,
and there is a flat cover on top of everything. This general size and shape of rover body has
been constant throughout the duration of the rover iterations since the second iteration.
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However, the components have continued to change. Beyond the pivoting head of the
rover, the microcontroller also changed. The Adafruit Trinket Mini was a challenge
because it didn’t have enough connection pins for all of the components desired. Thus, it
was replaced by an Adafruit Trinket Pro shown in Figure 49—marginally larger, but
boasting 14 connection terminals.

Figure 49: Adafruit Trinket Pro

Additionally, the driving motors discussed in the first iteration were replaced by
some very solid little motors that had a brass gearbox mounted on them. They fit very
securely, and rotated at 60rpm. Though the wheel diameter had not yet been chosen, it was
speculated to be in the 1.25 cm range, which would allow the rover to travel at 3.925 cm
per second (1.55 inches/sec.)
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Figure 50: Drive Motors with Brass Gearbox

Again, these were initially a very high-speed motor, so the gearbox allowed them
to put out substantial torque once their rpms were dropped. This iteration also had a 3D
printed battery cavity in the middle of the rover. It was a very intricate design, though,
which meant there were several potential points of failure. This battery cavity was nice in
principle, but the batteries added lots of weight to the rover, and cavity added intricacy to
the 3D print job. The wheels used in iteration two were two small aluminum wheels with
rubber tires as shown in Figure 51.

Figure 51: Aluminum Wheels with Notched Tires
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The tires were notched out in a v-groove manner to ride the overlap of the bores.
They looked good and performed well. However, the axle was very small, and cutting the
v-groove consistently around the perimeter was difficult. This wasn’t necessarily a turnoff,
but other designs continued to be evaluated. Lastly, the plastic cover of the rover was bored
out and screwed down on top of the assembly to hold everything secure, but it was
discovered that since the 3D prints are semi-hollow inside (brim printed) it is difficult for
the screws to really set well.
The Arduino software was used for the first time during this iteration. A wiring
diagram was constructed by hand sketches as shown in Figure 52. Then, components were
connected on a breadboard. The connection pins had to be soldered into the controller and
motor drivers. A very precise solder gun made this a relatively painless process. Then,
temporary clip wires were connected for testing purposes.
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Figure 52: Wiring Diagram Hand Sketches

The microcontroller chosen was compatible with the Arduino Desktop App,
although there were some quirky loading issues since the microcontroller was from
Adafruit and was a much less expensive product. A software package had to be downloaded
in order for the Arduino software to recognize the Adafruit trinket Pro. Once loaded, the
code could be written and uploaded just like any other microcontroller. When loading logic
to the Trinket, the reset button on the trinket must be pressed and flashing while the upload
button is pressed on the computer. This is critical, or the upload will fail. The failure
message is of no value to the user, and Adafruit does not inform the user that the reset
button must be pressed as the code is uploaded.
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After uploading the first iteration of code, the drive motor worked intermittently,
but the polarities often didn’t switch correctly. The stepper motor never worked as it
should. Although initially it was believed that the stepper did not work because the coding
was incorrect, consultation with a peer who is knowledgeable with micro controlled
steppers identified that the stepper was incompatible with the stepper motor controller
purchased through Adafruit. When the stepper motor was installed, it was assumed that
two of the four connection pins on the motor were hot and common power, and the other
two controlled polarity. However, this was also incorrect upon review of the online user’s
guide found for the motors. As shown below, all four wires send power to the motor, and
the sixteen possible combinations control the direction of rotation. The documentation is
very unclear, though, on what the other two determinants are. As shown in Figure 53, it
looks as though certain combinations make the rotation “more” or “less”
clockwise/counterclockwise [37]. Of course, this is impossible. These documents
accompanying the motor were studied closely until the incompatibility issue surfaced.

Figure 53: Bipolar Stepper Wiring Diagram
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On April 9th, 2018 another virtual prototype was completed. The goal of this
prototype was to provide a visual reference of a body design that supported the current list
of components. Also, it allowed spatial verification that all components would fit. A rapid
prototype of this body was also created. It validated certain spatial parameters, and also
showed that some affordances in the virtual prototype were unrealistic to physically create.
In this iteration, the wheels stayed the same, and the exterior dimensions of the body did
as well. The drive motors, motor driver, controller, and stepper were all the same. However,
the body became a one-piece design with a thin (.1”) cover plate on top, still using a screwdown fastener. Also, as discussed earlier, in order to keep the rover from popping through
the takeoff ports, the top glide rail needed to be longer than 13.9 cm without interfering
with the ball placement on the front of the rover. To allow the rover to still touch the back
surface of the bore, the glide rail needed to only extend past the dimensions of the rover on
the side where the ball placement occurred. This proved challenging because any spring
system pushing upward on the inside of the bore would push its way through the hole even
if the length of the glide was larger than the diameter of the takeoff port unless it was
restrained such that it maintained a distance perfectly parallel to the top of the rover.
Several designs have been evaluated to replace the top glide notches. The first consisted of
a long groove that was 5.08 cm longer than the diameter of the largest takeoff port.
Different lengths have been evaluated as well as different methods to push the glide rail
upward and hold tension against the top of the bore. These methods will be discussed
further in the explanations of future iterations.
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Figure 54: Fourth Virtual Prototype of Rover Body

Also, the RF receiver remained on board to interpret signals from a wireless remote,
but the power source was removed from the body of the rover, and was attached to the
rover by a long wire. This gave the user the security that the batteries wouldn’t die inside
the bore, but it did make the rover more cumbersome. The articulating ball placement was
also held the same for this design. However, the ball placement piece was known to have
difficulty springing in and out properly due to the low tolerances of the 3D printer. Though
it was refined in SolidWorks as shown in Figure 55, the tolerance difficulty persisted. The
same issue was present in the top glide in this iteration. The glide was supposed to ride in
a track built into the top of the rover. However, the parts didn’t fit over each other. After
adjusting the dimensions to account for the variation in tolerances, it was determined that
the inner hole would have to be of a diameter too small to be 3D printed. Upon attempt,
the print failed. If the hole was any larger, the excess material that made the diameter of
the hole about 0.2mm larger than it should’ve been would keep the spring from fitting into
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place correctly. With this in mind, a new top glide mechanism and ball placement device
was in store.

Figure 55: Ball Placement 3D Print

Figure 56: Top Glide Failed Print
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On April 19th, another SolidWorks model was generated. This virtual prototype was
also rapid prototyped. The goal of this generation was to validate the improved traction and
directional control provided by a new wheel and bottom glide system. This iteration held
the same body as before, and mostly the same components. However, the wheels were 3D
printed so that their shaft design could perfectly slide up onto the shaft of the drive motors.
Because the bores were known to be wet and potentially greasy, the wheels were coated
with a rubber truck bed liner to maintain traction.

Figure 57: Virtual Prototype of Model with Bottom Track

Figure 58: Lined Wheels
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Also, a glide that mirrored the bore overlap was run along the entire base of the
rover to help keep it level inside the bore. The wheels extended just barely below the glide
such that they made contact with the bore before the glide. The top glide remained
unchanged, although a search continued for a better option.
During summer 2018, time spent working a role at Eastman shed light on a new
design requirement. It reads, “Remote frequency must not interfere with production.” This
is specified by the environmental health and safety team onsite because all devices must
be certified so that they don’t cause a process to become volatile.
On September 25th, 2018 a new body that used a completely different top glide was
created in SolidWorks. The goal of this prototype was to verify the performance of the top
glide inside of the sample bore. In this model, the rotating shaft that places the ball is now
made of a tiny pre-fabricated shock absorber. This was chosen because it is machined to a
much higher quality than a 3D printed part. Also, since it comes from a vendor (Lego,
actually) if a different length, spring stiffness, or replacement part is needed, it can be
readily ordered by the user. Also, multiple lengths of shock absorber are available, and all
use the same connection. So, in larger bores, the ball placement length can be readily
varied.
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Figure 59: Final Physical Prototype of Rover Assembly

Figure 60: Rover Body with Bottom Glide Rail
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Figure 61: Top Glide Verification in Bore

Additionally, a much smaller RF receiver has been introduced. It is 315 MHz, and
still operates on 5 volts of power. This design created the final two design requirements
which read, “Rover should be completely controlled remotely,” and “Final product should
include user's guide and spare parts list.”
The same drive motors are used in this generation, but they’re controlled by a
DRV8833 motor driver so that they can be powered by an external power source rather
than drawing current through the microcontroller. While the microcontroller supplies 5
volts, the low amperage caused the drive motors to behave unpredictably. Also, the stepper
motor was determined to be incompatible with the DRV8833 driver, so a servo was used
it its place. The servo requires no motor driver, and is able to produce a torque higher than
the stepper motor. With the new space freed up onboard the rover, onboard AAA batteries
were reintroduced. This made for simple powering of the microcontroller and also an easy
method of powering the motor driver. However, rather than printing the battery
compartment, a large space was left in the center of the rover, and a prefab battery holder
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was used. Also, the top glide system has changed in this version. Spring metal is bent and
modified to overhang off the front of the rover and help it glide along the top overlap in
the bores. A hand sketch of this concept is shown in Figure 62. Something important to
note is that brainstorming (and thus sketches) never ends. It is not a “step” in the design
phase. This is an example of the cyclical, non-linear process of design refinement discussed
in “Key Findings” at the beginning of this document.

Figure 62: Hand Sketch of Spring Steel Top Glide

The verification test in the sample bore showed that the body rubbed in the smallest
bore, and thus a final virtual model was created that was identical in every way but had
chamfered edges. This model was rapid prototyped, and fit freely inside the sample bore.
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CHAPTER FOUR
DELIVERABLES AND TAKEAWAYS
4.1 Deliverables from Bore Rover
Currently, the steps to evaluate a bore are as follows: After production is stopped,
the bore must be cleaned by maintenance so that it is free of product. It is not fully dried.
Then, when the team arrives, they will set up their manual bore gauge and receipt printer.
Then, they take all measurements through one side of the bore and document them on a
piece of paper for all depths. Next, they repeat the process for the other side of the bore.
Afterwards, they pack up the equipment and return to the lab to enter all of the data into a
computer and recreate a model of diameters at each length. The measurement process
typically takes about two hours including travel and setup. The computer processing adds
an hour of labor after the measuring process. With the aid of the rover, the process is very
similar. The team arrives, sets up the Faro tracker, slides the rover into the bore and
captures measurements on one side, switches sides, and repeats. However, after leaving the
inspection site, there is no post-measurement data processing because the Faro instantly
generates the 3D model.
In terms of cost savings, there are hard and soft savings associated with the new
process. The hard savings are acquired through labor reduction. Eastman has three extruder
bores that are measured twice annually. There are 10-12 more that are measured on an asneeded basis. Past trends have shown that about six of these are measured every year.
Assuming 12 bore evaluations take place annually at a labor savings of one hour per bore
with two men taking the measurements at a billing rate of $65 an hour, the annual hard
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savings is $1560. However, the hard savings is a small component of the added value of
the new bore inspection rover. The addition of runout calculation reduces failure risk by
identifying warped metal early. This can inform the maintenance team of any potential
issues with the process, or with the extruder. Also, a bore with minimal runout will reduce
wear on the extruder screws and reduce the power needed to turn the screws. [4]
Also, the rover reduces the number of supplies that have to be set up by the team.
All of these savings together reduce machine downtime. This extends savings to
incorporate gained productivity of operations teams because they can be back to work more
quickly, as well as opportunity cost of product not created because the process is not
running.
4.2 Key Findings from Physical and Virtual Prototyping Process
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Figure 63: Design Flow Timeline for Each Sub-System of the Rover (Shown Previously in Fig. 13)
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As discussed previously, phases of iterative design are non-linear. Often, one does
not “enter” or “leave” design phases at a finite time. Figure 63 demonstrates this concept
on several occasions. For example, the saw tooth pattern demonstrated in the early stages
of the rover body chart shows that requirements were being generated at the same time that
hand sketches were being drawn. This is an example of the axiomatic design method
discussed by Draghici and Banciu [38]. As functional requirements are input, design
parameters are created. These design parameters generate new functional requirements.
Thus, a saw tooth pattern of oscillation between requirement generation and design
parameters can be seen. Thus, a design can be in multiple phases at the same time.
As a design becomes more refined, it will ultimately progress through the phases
of the design process. However, it will cycle back and forth throughout the refinement
process. For example, when a concept is being brainstormed and prototyped, prototypes
lead to brainstorming, which leads back to sketches, more ideation, and more prototyping
[16]. Subsystems of a design will also ultimately progress through the design process.
However, interactive effects between multiple subsystems will cause maturation trends to
emerge. One of these trends shown by the case study is a “leading” and “trailing” trend
among the progression rate of subsystems. The rover body is the most integral subsystem
of the eight shown in Figure 63. All other subsystems connect to this one. Thus, it has the
strongest repercussive tie to the other subsystems. Notice that the rover body is leading the
maturation process throughout the duration of the design. The most closely interrelated
subsystems mature with the least lag. For example, the top glide system and wheel system
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are both other hardware that connect directly to the rover body. They mature with a light
lag, but follow very similar trends of maturation to the rover body. It is believed that they
demonstrate this similarity because they are the most similar in design to the body.
However, subsystems that are less closely related in development architecture (also most
physically dissimilar) to the rover body show the most variability in maturation process.
For example, programming shows a greater amount of lag in the development process. One
hypothesis generated by these trends is as follows: “No subsystem can reach a higher stage
of design maturation (more advanced level of iterative design) than the subsystem that
physically links the design of all other subsystems.”
Also, the goal of a prototype will continuously change, but it may even oscillate.
For example, a prototype may be developed to explore an idea. Then, the next revision may
be developed to validate an idea. Though this seems like a progressive process that leads
to deployment once exploration, validation, and verification have all been completed, in
reality a prototype may reach the verification phase, and then be taken all the way back to
early exploration [16]. This is demonstrated by rises and falls on the plots in Figure 63.
Though designers often hope to see a positive linear trend demonstrating little need to
reevaluate prototypes, this rise and fall is not a bad thing. It demonstrates learning.
Actually, small rises and falls are desirable because they show that a design progresses
towards refinement, but a pitfall is caught early in the process and a new iteration begins.
High gains for long periods of time don’t necessarily mean that a design is quickly
approaching maturation, but could potentially demonstrate that the prototyping process is
being completed with a narrow focus. If this is the case, a high gain will be followed by a
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steep fall. One high gain followed by one steep fall typically represents more lost time and
lost resources than multiple small gains and falls within the same period of time.
Something else that is critical to note is that subsystems and features of a design
may be prototyped in parallel with very different prototype goals. For example, in
February, when the body of the rover was being prototyped to validate that it would fit and
perform correctly inside the bore, the mechatronic components were also being prototyped
inside the body. However, the goal was far from verification or validation. The coding
process had just begun, so the goal of mechatronic prototype was solely exploratory.
Furthermore, Figure 63 shows the interconnectedness of parallel prototyping. For example,
one could expect that the fifth generation SolidWorks prototype may influence the
maturation of the rover body and other closely-connected physical subsystems, but the
bridge between virtual modeling and seemingly less connected subsystems such as
programming may be harder to identify. However, a fall in the maturation of both rover
body and programming is seen at the fifth SolidWorks iteration. As it turns out, one of the
factors driving the need for a new model was a change in RF receiver that resulted from a
requirement addition. The physical dimension change stemming from the hardware change
affected the body design while the microelectronics architecture change affected the
programming that had to occur to link the new hardware. This interconnectedness
demonstrates the complexity that must be considered when parallel prototyping
subsystems. Parallel prototyping of subsystems is an essential tool to deliver a product in
a timely manner, but working in silos can result in a product that doesn’t come together as
it should.
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Though the goals of a subsystem prototype may oscillate, trends in the goals show
some demonstration of the level of maturity of that subsystem over time.
Interconnectedness of subsystems makes design maturity much more difficult to pinpoint
when evaluating the system as a whole, though. This is because a change in one subsystem
among highly interconnected subsystems evokes repercussive changes in the other
subsystems. Even if most subsystems in a design show high levels of refinement, a simple
change in the least refined subsystem can quickly bring other components back to
requirements generation and sketching. Thus, progress of a system as a whole is difficult
to track. One philosophy is to look to the least progressed subsystem as a sign of the
progress of the design. Even then, subsystems that aren’t too progressed are difficult to
evaluate in terms of percentage of completion.
Though one case study does not provide enough data to validate certain
observations, it would be interesting to determine if the amount of time spent in a phase
determines future oscillation patterns. A negative trend may demonstrate a pitfall due to
lack of proper procedure, but most often represents the start of a new iteration. Future
research could define whether longer time in an iteration reduces the total number of
iterations. In this study, Figure 63 shows that when design steps are skipped, a phase of
volatility in iterative design steps often follows.
Not all design methodologies agree with this non-linear process of design
refinement. Price and Bass demonstrate an industrial innovation process called the “Linear
Model.” However, even they note that the model is far too simple to be completely
adequate [39].
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The term “prototyping” is a very broad term that many designers have slightly
varying definitions for. Some designers refer to the process in terms of ideation
prototyping, while others see it as a process that takes place with the end goal being a
deployable product immediately after prototyping. For example, Floyd defines a
“prototype” in its most literal sense as being the “first of a type.” However, we have
discussed iterative prototyping as much more than one initial model. Floyd also disparages
this idea and notes that in her text, a prototype is a model produced in advance that
demonstrates all of the features of the final product [40]. This directly contradicts the
definitions given by Ulrich and Eppinger, Cooper, or Pahl and Beitz, because prototypes
may only demonstrate partial concepts relevant to a finished product. Most see prototyping
as the iterative process that is ongoing from conception of an idea to product deployment.
Rather than using other terms to refer to the modeling process at various stages, they simply
refer to all of the iterative designs as “prototypes” with different goals [41].
Through the course of this iterative process, several key takeaways have been identified
[42]. One of the keys to a successful design is cross-collaboration and communication.
Design requires understanding of many subsystems, so making use of knowledgeable peers
expedites the process a great deal. On the topic of communication, involve experts. In this
case, the customer (Digital Reproduction team) is also an “expert user,” which makes their
input invaluable. Regular communication with them consistently reduced virtual
prototyping time because their knowledge reduced the amount of rework that had to be
done due to a lack of knowledge of pitfalls in the models. Also, since time is of essence in
design, strategically managing material is very important. Low-cost, high-use parts should
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be kept on hand—especially if they have a long lead time or a low level of reliability.
Prototyping subsystems in parallel also reduces the total “time to market,” or in this case,
time to next iteration. Lastly, simplicity Allows for quick refinement. Use of commercial
off the shelf products increases modularity, which reduces the total time to build physical
prototype, thus more iterations of a physical prototype can be completed within a defined
time window.
4.3 Findings from Literature That Were Supported by this Case Study
In addition to allowing more prototypes to be created within a defined amount of
time, use of commercial off the shelf parts to reduce complexity has been shown by data
to improve the acceptance of the product that is launched to market. The data states that
because more iterations are completed within a fixed time period before launch, the level
of design refinement is statistically higher, and more users’ input has likely been
considered because there was more time for trial testing [43]. This higher level of design
refinement leads to a better product [22] [23]. Also, the idea of considering “Parallel
Concepts” which is defined as evaluating very different approaches to a problem early in
the ideation phase, is correlated with successful products. Essentially, this concept says
that brainstorming should not lead designers down a narrow path of design options [44].
All options should be kept open early in the ideation phase, and a variety of differing
approaches should be discussed before a concept is selected. This was demonstrated by the
case study in August 2017. Throughout this month, the Faro Ion was known to be a viable
tool to aid in bore measurement, but lots of stand-alone bore measurement concepts were
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also considered. As discussed in the design progression, many of these concepts were very
different from one another.
Scaling is another concept that can aid designers. Essentially, scaling a design can
reduce the labor involved in prototype building [45]. This concept was demonstrated in the
construction of the sample bore used in this case study. Although diameters and amount of
overlap were held to match an actual bore so that the rover could be tested for proper
fitment, the length of the sample bore was reduced. Also, subsystems can be optimized
independently before the whole system is modeled. In situations where certain subsystems
require a disproportionate amount of refinement, modeling only the subsystems that are
unrefined can expedite the prototyping process, and direct focus on what needs to be
modeled without wasting time updating all components of a comprehensive model [43].
This method was practiced in the case study by separating the body development from the
mechatronics development. At any given time, there was a high likelihood that the goals
of the most current prototype of each were very different. Similarly, requirement relaxation
allows certain requirements of the project to be temporarily ignored in order to get a quick
analysis of a subcomponent of the design [46]. This can be seen in the physical prototype
that was built without a top glide rail. Although that was refined later, it was not the focus
of the goal of that iteration, and was therefore left completely off the body.
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APPENDICES
Appendix A
Product Design Specification Chart
This chart was created during ideation in collaboration with the Digital Reproduction team
to identify their needs. It was updated throughout the duration of the study.
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Appendix B
Current Process Matrix
This matrix was created to visualize the current process during ideation. Its purpose was to
aide in demonstrating the needs and opportunities associated with parallel concepts being
evaluated.
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